


THE acHiEvEmEnT of 20 yEars of rEsEarcH
The new EZ sEriEs is a celebration of the 20th 
anniversary of the EsPriT range, which has  
become emblematic of the company’s know-
how. it is the crowning achievement of 20 years 
of EsPriT ranges, and is one of TrianGLE’s 
most beautiful creations.

Even after 20 years of development, TrianGLE 
still constantly seeks to improve with the goal 
of developing and building speakers, which  
combines a high degree of musicality with an  
affordable price.
 
The EsPriT EZ sEriEs have a lively and dy-
namic sound that draws the listener into the 
music and the listening experience. This year, 
rediscover your first musical sensations and 
be taken away by the newest EsPriT range: 

3 finishes

Black high gloss

White high gloss

Wailnut

DEsiGn, musicaLiTy anD PLEasurE

in 2014, the esPRiT range returns with a 
modern and sleek design as part of the 
quest for simplicity and purity of sound. The 
drivers are highlighted by aluminium trims 
with no visible screws.

The speaker sits on a glass pedestal, with  
adaptable spikes that eliminate unwanted 
vibrations and thereby improves the liste-
ning experience.The speakers’ elegance make 
them blend perfectly into their surroundings,  
bringing out all the intensity of the music.

   crEaTion & DEsiGn
   TRiAnGLe fRAnCe



Musicians and TRianGLE 
 TRiAnGLe stands next to the singer inDRA and her 
musicians during their musical journey. inDRA has 
given her trust to TRiAnGLe speakers to reproduce 
the elegance and the emotion present in her musical  
compositions.  
 “We set up the TRiAnGLe speakers and listened to the 
new album on them...wow! We hadn’t heard the music on 
such a great system since being at Village studios and Jim 
henson studios.(California)” inDRA RiOs-MOORe
        www.trianglehifi.com/artistes_en.php

HoRn TwEETER: a uniquE objEcT

With its moulded horn and its phase-plug, EsPriT’s tweeter  
definitely stands out from the crowd. it perfectly captures 
TrianGLE’s philosophy: precise sound reproduction without  
compromise.The tweeter combines a titanium dome with a  
compression chamber and the result is high sensitivity with  
minimal distortion and excellent focus. High frequencies are  
refined and subtle in order to feel all the complexity of sound,  
such as drum cymbals and piano notes.

music aT iTs naTuraL sTaTE
nATuRAL CeLLuLOse MiD RAnGe

The latest EsPriT creation features a major  
breakthrough in mid-range driver technology, which 
creates an astonishing delivery of sound. The mid-range 
driver, the key element of loudspeaker, reproduces the 
frequencies most audible to the human ear especially 
the lead vocal of your favourite tracks.

a new cone, constructed of natural cellulose, has been  
exclusively developed to reduce weight and increase  
rigidity. The membrane’s purity brings extra life and  
dynamics to the EsPriT’s sound signature.  

The mid-range diameter has been increased in order 
to cover a wider sound spectrum, and to facilitate a 
smoother transition between the tweeter and woofer  
frequencies. This results in a mid-range that can fully 
diffuse frequencies from the baritone’s depth to the 
heights of a smooth soprano. 



A neW eRA beGins
in 2013 TrianGLE renews itself by creating a  
design and development hub in the city of  
Bordeaux. The team of young designers and 
sound engineers is dedicated as always and 
passionate about creating products that  
combine elegant design with high sound purity. 
 
TrianGLE also invests in soissons, cradle of  
the company, to develop the elite of french  
acoustic manufacturing and produce the  
siGnaTurE and maGELLan ranges. The result 
of their craftsmanship has become the beacon 
in french Hi-fi know-how.

Participate in this new era for TrianGLE,  
discover our work and feel free to share your  
passion and experience with us on social  
networks. 

www.trianglehifi.com


